The FLINTITE package wraps up everything you need in irrigation pipe!

No more shopping around—dependability in irrigation pipe now comes in a single package . . . from FLINTITE. Here's all you need for a first-class, dependable irrigation installation: FLINTITE asbestos-cement pipe for transmitting water from source to fairways; PVC Plastic Pipe for intermediate mains or complete systems; SP Polyethylene Pipe for tee and green lines or par 3 courses; and Orangeburg® Underdrain for drainage of greens and fairway spots.

You can always be confident with FLINTITE pipe because it's backed by the established names of Orangeburg, long synonymous with quality pipe; and Flintkote, long a leading manufacturer of asbestos-cement products. For more details, write to Dept. G-11.

Orangeburg Manufacturing Co., Div. of The Flintkote Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020
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Youngsters Get Passes for Cleaning Up Course

By RAY J. SCHMIDT
Supt., Coeur d’Alene (Ida.) GC

I don't claim to be originator of the idea, but a spring cleaning program we have used at Coeur d'Alene for the past several years is one that small clubs can profitably copy.

Every spring we organize junior players in work parties and, supervised by members, have them clean up the course from the first tee to the 18th green. This is not a superficial housecleaning job, but a thorough one. The kids don't merely pick up debris but rake tees, fairways, roughs, greens and the clubhouse grounds.

For their work they are issued season passes. The passes don't restrict them to playing merely on weekdays but give them weekend and holiday privileges. The best thing about the idea is that it gives the Junior golfers an appreciation of what is involved in the course maintenance job. You won't find them carelessly tearing up the course when they play because each has a little sweat and hard work in it.

More Mechanization to Neutralize Higher Costs

By GERALD F. DEARIE
Supt., Medinah (Ill.) CC

It is well established that two out of every three dollars that are spent for course maintenance are charged off to labor. This cost has been steadily increasing over the years and our only hope of heading it off is to use ingenuity wherever possible. Ingenuity consists of improving or mechanizing operations when the opportunities arise.

We have mechanized our maintenance routines to the extent that we always use tractors to rake traps. Electric hedge trimmers were purchased several years ago to replace manual units, and are run off truck or tractor batteries. Fertilizer is applied via machines. Not too many years ago it took four men all day to fertilize 18 fairways; now two men complete the job in four or five hours. Incidentally, we have stepped up our soil tests to give us a better guide in buying fertilizers. Knowing which course areas are in need of heavy fertilization as contrasted with those that aren't, does away with much indiscriminate feeding and saves us money not only in material but the cost of applying it.

In recent years, we have made quite careful studies of course workers' traffic patterns in handling their jobs. The result has been the dispatching of more employees by utility vehicles from tee to tee and green to green. In addition, we arrange to have our crew members picked up by truck or utility vehicle before lunch and at quitting time so that they can stay on the job a few minutes longer and time isn't wasted by them in returning to the maintenance building.

Hundreds of labor hours can be saved in a year's time by cutting down on employees' walking time from job site to job site. Supts. don't always realize this because the time saved in individual situations may amount to only a few minutes. But the accumulation of five minutes here and ten minutes there amounts to a con-

(Continued on page 70)
New and exciting are Power-Bilts for '66! Your choice of two great CITATION woods—a rich medium walnut, solid persimmon head—and a lustrous black laminated head. The incomparable Power-Bilt CITATION irons are Stainless Steel or Levelume plated. All are equipped with Power-Bilt's exclusive Duo-Power shafts and grips that make each club feel right and play right!

Power-Bilts, long known for craftsmanship and beauty, achieve a new standard of excellence for '66. Order these fine clubs now. Stock them. Display them. You'll sell them!

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO., Louisville, Ky.
HAULS, CARRIES, TOWS. Heavy loads are a cinch for the mighty little Turf-Truckster. Big half-ton capacity bed carries fertilizer, mowers, men, anything you need carried to the far end of the course, in minutes!

Powerful 18 hp engine makes plenty of power for pulling gang mowers, compactors, aerators, other towed equipment. Powerful and compact, Cushman Turf-Truckster is just 55" wide, goes wherever golf cars can go. Big 9.50 x 8 tires on the rear won't mark even the tenderest turf. Equipped with a variable-speed fast-acting governor and 6-speed dual-range tractor-type transmission, Turf-Truckster responds instantly to any load or terrain change.

SPRAYS. Cushman Turf-Truckster purpose spray rig in minutes. Big 108-gallon capacity bed. Sprayer and Turf-Truckster engine (optional) providing 0 & up. Basic spray unit is optional.

Made by Cushman. See your Cushman turf equipment dealer today.
RF-TRUCKSTER becomes all-lites. Two men can easily line tank onto Turf-attachment is operated by through power take-off 300 pounds of pressure. nal equipment, includes essary hose and gun for ng.

BOOM SPRAYING. Optional boom spray attachment is built especially for spraying greens. Can be mounted in front or rear. Vehicle drives right on normal greens without damage to finest turf, sprays 16-foot wide swath. Boom can be installed or removed in minutes with hand tools; can be adjusted for height from ground. Spring mounting allows boom to bend without damage when it meets an obstacle and spring back into place.

CUSHMAN—WORLD LEADER IN GOLF COURSE TRANSPORTATION!
MAN DEALER FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OR WRITE FOR NAME OF NEAREST DEALER

USHMAN MOTORS

"the big name in little wheels"

N. 21st St., Lincoln, Nebraska A Division of Outboard Marine Corp.
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Player Not Obliged
To Give A Warning
Before Hitting Shot

By WILLIAM JABINE

When should a golfer yell "Fore"? That is a question the Supreme Court of Missouri, Division No. 1, was called upon to answer recently. A man was the plaintiff and a woman the defendant. The woman had cried "Fore" before the ball struck the man, but had delayed the warning shout until she saw her ball hook instead of fly straight. The plaintiff, who possibly held all women golfers in low esteem, contended that she should have called "Fore" before she made her shot. The trial court returned a verdict in favor of the defendant, and the plaintiff appealed the ruling to the Supreme Court.

The Court appointed a commissioner to hear the case, and he submitted a detailed report, here excerpted: "The defendant was playing in a foursome and each member had driven from the No. 1 tee. Defendant's drive was the shortest; she thus became the first up for the second shot, and it was this shot that admittedly struck the plaintiff. Just prior to the tee shots of defendant's foursome, the plaintiff and his companion finished playing No. 1 hole and were going to the No. 10 tee to join friends there to play the second nine. No. 10 tee, fairway and green are parallel to No. 1 tee, fairway and green, the two fairways being separated by a rough. No. 1 hole was almost straight east from the No. 1 tee, the fairway having neither a curve or 'dogleg'.

Plaintiff in the Rough

"There are a couple full-grown trees and a water fountain in the rough to the north of No. 1 fairway. This rough would be to the defendant's left as she walked in No. 1 fairway from the No. 1 tee, and the plaintiff was in the rough when defendant's golf ball struck his left hand."

"Defendant, called as a witness by plaintiff, indicated that the trees were behind or to the north of plaintiff at a time after she hit her ball and after plaintiff"
PROTECT YOUR TURF INVESTMENT! with PANOGEN Turf Fungicide.

Don't allow ugly turf-destroying fungus to ruin your greens and fairways—spray with Panogen Turf Fungicide. Left unchecked, fungal disease spots can destroy vital root systems, spread and kill off large areas of turf.

Panogen Turf Fungicide is a broad-spectrum liquid fungicide which can prevent or control fungal diseases without harming the grass itself. Panogen Turf Fungicide is a true liquid and requires no agitation during application. Economical too: Treatments cost but pennies per thousand square feet. Compared to the high cost of reseeding, Panogen Turf Fungicide is the best turf insurance you can buy.

Order from your chemical supplier.
was hit. It is not clear where the plaintiff was in relation to the trees at the time the defendant addressed the ball prior to hitting her second shot. Defendant also testified that she saw the plaintiff on the No. 1 green prior to hitting her first or tee shot and assumed when he disappeared from view that he went to the No. 2 tee. This would be a normal expectation, and such course would have taken plaintiff to a point south of the No. 1 green (and southeast of No. 1 fairway).

"Defendant's tee shot carried some 50 yards and came to rest in the fairway near the rough. She walked northeasterly from the tee to her ball where it lay on the left side (to her) of the fairway and she did not see the plaintiff during this walk. Prior to hitting her second shot, the defendant observed her fellow players and looked toward the hole. She also looked to the north (toward No. 10 fairway). The defendant testified that she did not see plaintiff, and that no one was in danger from her intended line of flight to the green, so she gave no warning of her intention to hit her ball.

"Defendant, with no intention to 'pull' or 'fade' her shot, struck the ball with a 3-wood. It went perfectly straight as intended until it hooked. According to defendant, the shot carried about 150 yards. While watching the ball the defendant saw plaintiff in the general area of the trees in the north rough and, when her ball hooked, the foursome (including defendant) screamed 'Fore' and 'Watch out.'

Gave No Warning

"According to plaintiff's partner, he and plaintiff were about halfway of the approximately 380 yards between No. 1 tee and green and about 25 yards in the rough north of No. 1 fairway. He also stated that defendant gave no warning before striking her ball and that she was about 60 yards west of plaintiff at the time. He acknowledged that golfers frequently don't hit a ball straight and stated that the defendant hit a bad shot which she did not intend to hit directly at plaintiff.

"He (the plaintiff) stated the view between him and the players that he saw in the No. 1 fairway was clear. He admitted that if the defendant had hit a good shot it would not have come anywhere near him; that defendant's shot was a poor one which hooked to hit him; that golfers do not expect to make poor shots, and that a warning in relation to a bad shot would need to come only after the shot was determined to be a bad one."

The commissioner continued: "Plaintiff limits his appeal to a contention that he made a bona fide case on defendant's failure to warn prior to her striking the ball. This leads to the precise issue of whether, under the evidence in this case, defendant had a duty to warn prior to striking her ball."

After thus stating the issue, the commissioner proceeded to analyze a number of cases from various jurisdictions cited by the parties. All of them involved golf course accidents in which persons were hit by golf balls. At the conclusion of his analysis of the first two cited cases, he said: "These cases do not hold that a golfer has an absolute duty to warn everyone in the area of his play before making each shot. Rather, they stand for the proposition that a person about to strike a golf ball must exercise ordinary care to warn those within the range of the intended flight of the ball or the general direction of the drive, and the existence of such a duty to warn must be determined from the facts of each case."

The commissioner then examined several more cases, carefully distinguishing the facts in each from the facts in the case before him, and concluded: "Applying these authorities to the facts of the instant case, we hold that defendant had no duty to warn prior to striking her ball, and therefore the trial court properly directed a verdict for the defendant. The Supreme Court adopted the commissioner's opinion as its own. (Hoffman vs. Polsky, 386 S. W. 2nd 376.)

Southern California Show

The first Southern California golf show will be held in Dodger Stadium, Oct. 13-17, according to Robert J. Case of Sportsman-Showcase, Inc., Los Angeles. The show, which will feature numerous exhibits, contests, clinics, etc., has the endorsement of the Southern California PGA and Public Links GA.
Thrift in your tree care: not owning and maintaining your own equipment

Use Davey’s modern, efficient tree-care equipment—and save all the unnecessary purchase cost and maintenance expense involved in such equipment.

Davey’s equipment is the most modern available. Giant cranes, with a 360° extendable, hydraulic boom, plant big trees in hard-to-reach places. Other sturdy cranes remove dangerous trees with dispatch. Specially equipped trucks do a variety of necessary jobs: spraying your tallest trees, reaching inaccessible brush and weeds, completely cleaning away pruned off branches with a follow-up “chipper.” And Davey’s “stump cutter” grinds stumps away below turf level, so that the area can be sodded.

Experienced Davey crews will care for the trees on your grounds with the skill and economy that have made the Davey name famous for three generations.

Write direct to J. W. Joy, Sales Manager

DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.

Kent 40, Ohio

The Oldest and Largest Tree Saving Service in the World
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New Moisture-Proof Solenoid

Ends Sprinkler-valve Electrical Problems

Now Moody has added a revolutionary, completely moisture-proof, solenoid, vacuum-sealed in Delrin and Epoxy, to its famed Rainmaster electric valves... ending forever the corrosion, power fluctuations, and shorts that have long plagued both contractors and landscape superintendents.

New Performance Standards With the elimination of solenoid corrosion, the engineering, installation, and operation of electrically controlled sprinkler systems becomes less costly and more reliable than ever before. Everyone interested in park planning or maintenance should get the facts now on this dramatic improvement.

Cross-section photo shows every metal part permanently sealed in Delrin and Epoxy. Moisture and corrosion can never cause solenoid failure.

Write for Complete Details.

Moody Sprinkler Co., Inc. • Box 240, Arcadia, Calif.

Duplicate Equipment

(Continued from page 36)

ber would be accepted as standard. If this happened, both the pro and the manufacturer would be cutting their own throats.

"In addition," this pro continues, "if we start selling less than 14 clubs to a set, we'll find ourselves getting stuck with clubs we can't get rid of. I can see my place littered with 2-woods, 2-irons and maybe 5-irons and 6-irons that I couldn't move. I'd have to have a dollar day sale to clear the shop of them."

Would Help Trade-In Situation

In answer to a query as to whether they would be money ahead if they could get members and players to keep their old clubs as second sets instead of having to take them in as Trade-Ins and then sell them, four out of five pros said they would. Most didn't specify any definite amount, but three estimated that the savings would range from $20 to $30 per set.

One pro selected a red pencil to write in: "I don't know if I would be any money ahead but there would be a great savings of time and trouble."

In conjunction with the query on used clubs, the pros were asked if Tom Murphy's "Official Used Club Guide" has been of much assistance in helping to solve the Trade-In dilemma. About two out of three said that it has been a definite help, 20 per cent said it hasn't and the remainder of pros who answered the survey questionnaire were noncommittal.

Those who answered in the affirmative unanimously agreed that the guide has taken the bargaining out of Trade-In transactions. One pro, particularly sold on the used club guide, said it made a great impression on his members, several of whom remarked that it was time that the golf industry took the guesswork out of the Trade-In market and put it on a businesslike basis.

562 Caddies in School

A record number of Evans Scholars — 562 — will attend 26 universities this year on caddie scholarships. They represent 204 clubs from coast to coast.